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A B S T R A C T 

Sonification is the technique of representing data with sound, with potential applications in astronomy research for aiding 

disco v ery and accessibility. Sev eral astronomy-focused sonification tools have been de veloped; ho we ver, ef ficacy testing is 
extremely limited. We performed testing of ASTRONIFY , a prototype tool for sonification functionality within the Barbara A. 
Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes. We created synthetic light curves containing zero, one, or tw o transit-lik e signals with 

a range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs = 3–100) and applied the default mapping of brightness to pitch. We performed remote 
testing, asking participants to count signals when presented with light curves as a sonification, visual plot, or combination of 
both. We obtained 192 responses, of which 118 self-classified as experts in astronomy and data analysis. For high SNRs ( = 30 

and 100), experts and non-experts performed well with sonified data (85–100 per cent successful signal counting). At low SNRs 
( = 3 and 5), both groups were consistent with guessing with sonifications. At medium SNRs ( = 7 and 10), experts performed 

no better than non-experts with sonifications but significantly better (factor of ∼2–3) with visuals. We infer that sonification 

training, like that experienced by experts for visual data inspection, will be important if this sonification method is to be useful 
for moderate SNR signal detection within astronomical archives and broader research. None the less, we show that even a very 

simple, and non-optimized, sonification approach allows users to identify high SNR signals. A more optimized approach, for 
which we present ideas, would likely yield higher success for lower SNR signals. 

Key words: astronomical data bases: miscellaneous – virtual observatory tools – software: data analysis – software: develop- 
ment. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

here is a growing interest within the astronomical community to use
ound to represent data or concepts (Harrison et al. 2022a ; Zanella
t al. 2022 ). This is evidenced through the 104 astronomy entries
hat have been submitted to the Data Sonification Archive, which
s a community-driven effort to collate and record projects that
ave used sound to represent data. 1 These projects are designed
or a range of applications. This includes using sound design for
stronomy public engagement and education, which often have a
rimary or a secondary goal to increase accessibility to blind and
ow vision audiences (e.g. Bieryla, Hyman & Davis 2020 ; Bardelli
t al. 2022 ; Garc ́ıa-Benito & P ́erez-Montero 2022 ; Harrison et al.
022b ). There are also a growing number of tools using sound
o represent astronomical and space science data, i.e. through the
rocess of ‘sonification’ (Kramer et al. 1999 ), to aid scientific
isco v ery in astronomy and space sciences and to simultaneously
ncrease accessibility (e.g. Diaz-Merced et al. 2008 ; Diaz-Merced
 E-mail: christopher.harrison@newcastle.ac.uk 
 Information correct as of 7th September 2022, collected from searching for 
he term ‘astronomy’ at: ht tps://sonificat ion.design . 
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Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whi
013 ; Archer et al. 2018 ; Cooke et al. 2019 ; Trayford 2021 ; Archer
t al. 2022 ). 

The tools being developed aim to utilize the huge potential of
sing sound for data exploration and disco v ery. Sound is inherently
ultidimensional (e.g. pitch, volume, duration, and timbre), we can

ercei ve se veral sound streams simultaneously and we are ef fecti ve
t identifying recognizable sounds amidst noise (Hermann, Hunt &
euhoff 2011 ; Sawe, Chafe & Trevi ̃ no 2020 ). Therefore, there is

n impressive theoretical potential in using sound to intuitively and
fficiently explore complex and/or multidimensional data sets, such
s those increasingly used for astronomy (Cooke et al. 2019 ; Sawe
t al. 2020 ). Furthermore, sound can be more optimal than visuals
or inspecting time-based information, such as transient events, and
ound does not necessarily require our focused attention to monitor
he data (e.g. Shams 2000 ; Guttman, Gilroy & Blake 2005 ). Indeed,
ooke et al. ( 2019 ) hope to take advantage of these benefits, by
sing their sonification tool STARSOUND , 2 to enhance and accelerate
cientific disco v ery as part of the transient monitoring and multi-
essenger programme ‘Deeper Wider Faster’ (Andreoni & Cooke

019 ). A general re vie w on sonification benefits and applications
 https:// www.jeffreyhannam.com/ starsound 
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ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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s provided by Hermann et al. ( 2011 ) and Zanella et al. ( 2022 )
e vie w applications of sonification for astronomy education, public 
ngagement, and research. 

There are a handful of examples of where sonification helped 
ake disco v eries within astronomy and space science data (see 

iscussion in Diaz-Merced 2013 ; Alexander et al. 2014 ; Zanella 
t al. 2022 ). F or e xample, data sonification rev ealed a characteristic
ound pattern that helped lead to the disco v ery of a problem during
he Voyager 2 space mission caused by high-speed collisions with 
harged micrometeoroids (Scarf et al. 1982 ). Sonification also helped 
dentify the most promising carbon ionic ratio to measure the solar
ind type (Alexander et al. 2011 ; Landi et al. 2012 ). Exploring

he use of sound also naturally opens up the possibility to make
esearch as a career more accessible to the blind and low vision
ommunity, assuming that the tools themselves are also accessible 
Garcia et al. 2019 ; Casado et al. 2021 ; Noel-Storr & Willebrands 
022 ). 
Despite the promising potential of sonification for astronomical 

esearch, it has not yet been widely adopted. There are many chal-
enges to consider, including developing standardized and optimized 
pproaches for turning the data into sound (Harrison et al. 2022a ;
anella et al. 2022 ). Here, we focus on one particular challenge,
hich is the lack of efficacy testing of the sonification methods and

ools that are being developed for astronomical data exploration. 
roof that the sonification methods and tools being developed are 
f fecti ve in achieving their goals will be crucial for wider adoption.
o our knowledge, there are no published studies of e xtensiv e
ser testing of the latest astronomy sonification tools (although 
ee Diaz-Merced 2013 , for small focus group testing on earlier 
ethods). 
With this study we perform the first efficacy testing of a new soni-

cation tool, ASTRONIFY , 3 using voluntary participants. ASTRONIFY 

s a PYTHON package produced by a team at the Space Telescope
cience Institute, and the developers aim to develop and incorporate 

his sonification tool into one of the world’s biggest astronomical 
rchives: the Barbara A. Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes 
MAST). 4 Adding sonification functionality to such a widely used 
rchive would be a major step towards making sonification more of
 mainstream approach to inspect astronomical data and increasing 
ccessibility. Although currently the functionality of ASTRONIFY is 
nly built for one dimensional data series (e.g. light-curve data 
nd spectra), the creators state that the package ‘will ultimately 
row to encompass a range of sonification functionality’, 5 which 
ay include images and other multidimensional data. Therefore, 

his tool was chosen as appropriate for testing the efficacy of the
onification approach within the context of astronomical data. For 
hese first tests, we chose to use the default sonification approach of
STRONIFY and we designed a simple experiment to establish how 

f fecti vely participants, both with expert and non-expert knowledge, 
ould identify signals in the sonified data across a range of signal-
o-noise ratios (SNRs). 

In Section 2 , we describe how we used ASTRONIFY to produce
ynthetic light curves and the corresponding sonification. In Sec- 
ion 3 , we describe our testing through online surv e ys completed by
oluntary participants. In Section 4 , we present our results before 
 https:// astronify.readthedocs.io/ 
 ht tps://archive.st sci.edu/
 Quote taken from website, https:// astronify.readthedocs.io/en/ latest/ , June 
022. 
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iscussing them in Section 5 . Finally, we present our conclusions in
ection 6 . 

 P RO D U C T I O N  O F  SYNTHETI C  DATA  W ITH  

S T RO N I F Y 

ur experiment was to ask participants to count how many signals
hat they could identify in synthetic light-curve data when presented 
ith them as a sonification, a visual plot, or, a combination of these

wo. Our goals were to compare the participant’s success rates of
orrectly counting the signals between these different data formats 
s a function of SNR. We used the ASTRONIFY package to both
roduce the synthetic light curves and to produce the sonification of
hese data. 

We opted for synthetic light curves, as opposed to real data,
o ensure that we had full control of what was in the data that
e asked the participants to inspect. Furthermore, for this initial 

tudy, we chose for a simple approach of injecting transit-like 
eatures into uni v ariate light curves, which is easily supported by the
urrent functionality of ASTRONIFY (described below). These signals 
orresponds to periodic drops in brightness and such data could 
e applicable to exoplanet transit data and eclipsing X-ray binary 
ata, as well as data of other astronomical transient and periodic
henomena. 
In this initial study, we did not aim to produce a synthetic data set

hat would be representative of the variety of real transit light-curve
ata (this would be a natural next step; see discussion in Section 5.3 ).
nstead, our goal was to make these data and signals as simple as
ossible, and suitable for a controlled experiment with voluntary 
articipants. Therefore, we varied as few parameters as possible of 
he ‘signals’ within a noisy background and ensured that multiple 
ignals could be presented to the participants in a reasonable amount
f time during a sonification (i.e. of the order of seconds). 

.1 ASTRONIFY and synthetic light cur v es 

STRONIFY is a scriptable PYTHON package, currently with no 
raphical user interface, that allows users to read in time series data.
n theory, any uni v ariate time-series data can be quickly sonified
nside the ASTRONIFY package. It is particularly compatible with 
he LIGHTKURVE package (Lightkurve Collaboration 2018 ), which 
nables light-curve data taken with the Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010 )
nd TESS (Ricker et al. 2015 ) space telescopes to be directly
oaded within a script. Ho we ver, for the reasons described abo v e,
e generated synthetic light curves using ASTRONIFY’S light-curve 

imulator. 
We used the SIMULATED LC function with the ‘transit’ option. 6 

his produces synthetic data in the form of brightness as a function
f time, with the addition of drops in brightness (the transits), which
re boxcar functions with a specified width and depth. To reduce
he number of variables, we fixed the total light-curve length to t l =
000 (arbitrary units), the fractional transit depths to t d = 25 and the
ransit width as a fraction of the total length to be w f = 0.1. We only
ltered the transit periods, to ensure that zero, one, or two transits
ould appear within the synthetic light curves. Finally, we used the
ackage’s feature to add Gaussian noise, such that the signals had a
ange of SNRs. SNR was estimated to be t d 

√ 

N t / σ , where N t is the
MNRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 

 The function and the variables are described here: https: 
/ astronify.readthedocs.io/en/ latest /api/ast ronify.simulat or.simulat ed lc. 
t ml#ast ronify.simulat or.simulat ed lc 

https://astronify.readthedocs.io/
https://archive.stsci.edu/
https://astronify.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://astronify.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api/astronify.simulator.simulated_lc.html#astronify.simulator.simulated_lc
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umber of data points in the transit and σ is the standard deviation
f a normal distribution of the random noise. We created light curves
ith SNRs of 3, 5, 7, 10, 30, and 100. This range was chosen to give
 sample of synthetic data curves that had low SNRs (SNR = 3 and
), medium SNRs (SNR = 7 and 10), and high SNRs (SNR = 30
nd 100). 

In total, we produced a synthetic data set of 18 light curves. This
ncluded light curves with either one or two signals at each of the
ix SNRs chosen (i.e. 12 light-curve containing signals). The final
ix light curves all contained zero signals. This large number of
ero-signal light curves helped us to estimate the random guessing
ehaviour of the participants (see Section 3.4 ). 
In Fig. 1 , we present example synthetic light curves that were

hown to participants. These very simple visualisations (i.e. with no
inning, running averages or other guide-to-the-eye features) were
hosen to be fairly comparable to the simple sonification representa-
ions of the same data that we also presented to the participants during
he testing. The full set of plots that were shown to the participants are
vailable at this link: https:// doi.org/ 10.25405/data.ncl.20936749 . 

.2 Sonification 

STRONIFY ’s sonification algorithm is to map brightness to pitch,
ith positive polarity. That means, a decrease in brightness is

epresented by a decrease in pitch in the sonification. Each data
oint is converted into a discrete tone, where the pitch is determined
y the brightness and the data points are played sequentially in time.
e opted for the default linear mapping of brightness to pitch. 
Sonification parameters were kept consistent for all synthetic data

ets. Data were sonified with each light curve’s full brightness range
minimum–maximum) mapped on to a one octave frequency range
f (440–880) Hz. This is a comfortable range for participants to
isten to regardless of playback device (e.g. headphones, laptop
peakers) and corresponds to the octave A 4 –A 5 in scientific pitch
otation (where C 4 is ‘middle C’ on the Western piano keyboard).
he spacing between notes and the note lengths were set to be 0.01
nd 0.2, respectively, based on the advise of the software developers,
o optimize the listener’s experience. Example sonifications of the
ynthetic light curve are available in Fig. 1 . We also created movie
les, where we combined the static visuals with the sonifications for
ur combined plot + sonification data representations. The full set
f audio files for the sonification and the movie files are available at
his link: https:// doi.org/ 10.25405/data.ncl.20936749 . 

.3 Final data r epr esentations 

n total, the 18 separate synthetic light curves (Section 2.1 ) were all
resented in three formats: (1) a visual plot only; (2) a sonification
nly; and (3) a combined plot + sonification. Therefore, this resulted
n a total of 54 individual light curve representations that were used
or the participant testing. 

 P  ARTICIP  A N T  TESTING  

e used Google Forms to create six separate surveys, each containing
n independent, randomly selected, set of nine of the total 54 data
epresentations (Section 2.3 ). Therefore, each surv e y had a set of
ight curves containing a random range of SNRs and number of
ransit ‘signals’. Furthermore, each of the six surv e ys contained a

ixture of sonification-only , visual-only , and plot + sonification data
epresentations. The six surv e ys were randomly distributed among
olunteer participants. We created this set of six smaller surv e ys,
NRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 
ather than one large surv e y, to minimize fatigue of the participants
aking part. A transcript for the surv e y te xt, the tutorial (see below),
nd questions that were presented to the participants are available at
his link: https:// doi.org/ 10.25405/data.ncl.20936749 . 

.1 Sur v ey format 

n order to assess demographics of the participants, the surv e ys
ontained initial questions asking for a self-assessment of their
xpertise in both astronomy and data analysis. These questions were
ncluded to obtain an understanding of how familiar the users would
e with the concept of light curves and transits and if the users would
e familiar with data analysis. The assumption here was that experts
n these groups would be experienced in analysing data in visual
raphical formats. The users were asked to rank their expertise from
 scale of 1 (labelled ‘High School’) to 4 (labelled ‘PhD/academic’).

We also asked the participants if they identified as having a vision
mpairment. This was to control for potential challenges in this
roup interpreting the visual representations of the data and an initial
xperimental goal to compare the performance of using sonification
etween this group with the wider population. 

After the demographic questions, the surv e ys contained a brief
utorial, giving examples of each of the three data formats. Each
articipant experienced the same examples but we avoided using the
ame synthetic light curves that were included in the main surv e y
uestions (see Section 2 ). These co v ered a high, low, and medium
NR example, enabling the participants to become familiar with
hat low and high SNR signals would look and sound like. 
After the demographic questions and tutorial examples, the sur-

 e ys contained nine questions, co v ering a random subset of the 54
ata representations. The participants could select 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4,
s the number of signals that they identified in the data. We also
ncluded a ‘N/A’ option, for example, to account for situations such
s the users who were unable to see the visual plots due to sight
oss. Options of three and four were included, despite none of the
ynthetic light curves having these number of signals, in order to
elp assess the random guessing behaviour of the participants (see
ection 3.4 ). 

.2 Sur v ey deployment and demographics of participants 

urv e y links were distributed to potential volunteer participants via
mails and the surv e ys were open for two separate periods: (1) from
021 March 22 to 2021 April 16 and (2) from 2021 May 25 to
021 August 12. In the instructions participants were advised to use
eadphones to complete the surv e y, that there was no time limit
laced to complete the surv e y, the users were free to inspect the
ata for as long as they wished and they could re-listen to the
onifications if they wished to. We discuss possibilities for more
ontrolled conditions in Section 5.3 . 

We note that for each of the six surv e ys, we only received between
 and 3 responses from participants who identified as having a vision
mpairment. Therefore, these numbers are unfortunately too low to
ake any significant conclusions and we exclude these responses

rom our final analysis in this particular study. We note that to
est the application of sonification for increasing accessibility for
lind and low vision scientists w ould lik ely require a focus group
tudy, inviting members of this community to participate to test
oth the sonification method itself and also the accessibility of the
ools themselves (Garcia et al. 2019 ; Casado et al. 2021 ). This will
e important future work. After removing the responses from these

https://doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.20936749
https://doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.20936749
https://doi.org/10.25405/data.ncl.20936749
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Figure 1. Example synthetic light curves that were used in the participant testing. Time is in arbitrary units, but covers 0–10 s in the sonification version 
of the data. Top-left: One transit with SNR = 100. The sonification of this light curve is available through a link: here . Top-right: Two transits with SNR = 

30. Sonification available: here . Bottom-left: One transit with SNR = 10. Sonification available: here . Bottom-right: Two transits with SNR = 5. Sonification 
available: here . The labels of SNR values and transit numbers were not presented to the participants during testing. 

Figure 2. The distribution of responses to the self-assessment questions of 
expertise using a scale of 1 (low) to 4 (high) in astronomy (lighter green bars) 
and data analysis (darker green bars). These data are tabulated in Table 1 . 
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Table 1. The distribution of participants’ self-assessed expertise 
on a scale of 1 (low) to 4 (high) in astronomy and data analysis. 

Expertise Astronomy Data analysis 

1 (low) 55 10 
2 8 17 
3 10 12 
4 (high) 119 153 
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7 There are only two exceptions to this: (1) the partial experts have a higher 
success rate than experts for the SNR = 5 plots; and (2) they have a higher 
guess percentage (see Section 3.4 ) for the plots + sonifications. None the less, 
neither of these two exceptions change the overall trends or conclusions of 
the work. 
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articipants, we received a total of 192 surv e y responses. From these,
ach of the six surv e ys were completed between 27 and 38 times each.

We did not specifically target any groups to complete the surv e ys;
o we v er, the surv e ys were mostly distributed within the personal
nd professional networks of the authors. Unsurprisingly, this led to 
 higher fraction of self-assessed experts in astronomy and data 
nalysis, compared to non-e xperts. F or e xample, 119 responses
elected the top level answer of 4 for their expertise in astronomy,
ompared to 73 responses for all answers of 1, 2, and 3. We take into
ccount the different number of responses across different questions 
nd the demographic groups using appropriate confidence intervals. 
he full demographic data based on the astronomy and data analysis 
xpertise is visually represented in Fig. 2 and is tabulated in Table 1 .

We split the participant responses into two main demographic 
roups: ‘experts’, who were defined as users who put 4/4 for their
xpertise in both astronomy and data analysis (118 responses) and 
non-experts’ who answered below 4 to both of these questions (38 
esponses). Given the significant overlap in the expertise assessment 
nswers for data analysis and astronomy expertise, we did not explore 
hese two categories individually. 

There were also 36 participants who responded with 4/4 for their
xpertise in either astronomy or data analysis, but not both. We define
his sub-group as ‘partial e xperts’. F or completeness we provide the
esults of this group in Table 2 . Ho we ver, for the rest of the study we
ocus only on the experts and non-experts to have a clear distinction
n the expertise of the comparison groups. Ho we ver, we note that
he partial experts group have consistent results to the experts group
within errors). 7 

.3 Calculation of success rates 

e have defined success rates as the percentage of the responses
hat correctly identified one or two signals in the data. We did
his separately for each of sonifications, plots, and the combined 
lot + sonification data representations. We calculated these sepa- 
ately for the expert and non-expert demographic groups. 
MNRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 

art/stac2590_f1.eps
https://data.ncl.ac.uk/articles/dataset/Tucker-Brown_et_al_-_Astronify_Efficacy_Testing_-_Data/20936749?file=37222321
https://data.ncl.ac.uk/articles/dataset/Tucker-Brown_et_al_-_Astronify_Efficacy_Testing_-_Data/20936749?file=37222327
https://data.ncl.ac.uk/articles/dataset/Tucker-Brown_et_al_-_Astronify_Efficacy_Testing_-_Data/20936749?file=37222318
https://data.ncl.ac.uk/articles/dataset/Tucker-Brown_et_al_-_Astronify_Efficacy_Testing_-_Data/20936749?file=37222324
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M

Table 2. Total responses, number of correct answers (identifying the correct number of signals in the data) and the corresponding percentage success 
rates for the groups of experts (top), non-experts (middle), and partial experts (bottom). Success rates are given for each of the SNRs trialed, and each of 
the data formats (sonifications only, plots only, and plots + sonifications). We also display the combined results for medium SNR examples as 7 and 10 in 
the bottom row for each group. The top row for each group provides the estimated percentage consistent with random guesses for each data format (see 
Section 3.4 ). 

Sonifications Plots Plots + Sonifications 

SNR Total Correct 
Success rate (per 

cent) Total Correct 
Success rate (per 

cent) Total Correct 
Success rate (per 

cent) 

Experts (118 participants) 
Guess percentage – – 12 + 4 −3 – – 3.9 + 2 . 4 −1 . 5 – – 3.8 + 2 . 1 −1 . 4 

3 36 4 11 + 6 −4 32 1 3 + 5 −2 43 0 0 + 2 −0 

5 44 4 9 + 5 −3 37 9 24 + 8 −6 39 8 21 + 7 −6 

7 40 10 25 + 7 −6 43 32 74 + 6 −7 32 21 66 + 8 −9 

10 49 13 27 + 7 −6 33 21 64 + 8 −9 33 18 55 + 8 −9 

30 44 40 91 + 3 −5 41 41 100 + 0 −2 43 43 100 + 0 −2 

100 33 33 100 + 0 −3 36 34 94 + 3 −5 44 44 100 + 0 −2 

7&10 89 23 26 + 5 −4 76 53 70 + 5 −5 65 39 60 + 6 −6 

Non-experts (38 participants) 
Guess percentage – – 21 + 7 −6 – – 17 + 7 −5 – – 17 + 7 −5 

3 14 2 14 + 12 
−7 13 1 8 + 11 

−5 11 0 0 + 8 −0 

5 13 3 23 + 13 
−10 11 3 27 + 15 

−11 13 2 15 + 12 
−7 

7 12 4 33 + 14 
−12 12 6 50 + 14 

−14 12 4 33 + 14 
−12 

10 12 2 17 + 13 
−8 12 3 25 + 14 

−10 13 2 15 + 12 
−7 

30 13 11 85 + 7 −12 12 11 92 + 5 −12 12 10 83 + 8 −13 

100 13 11 85 + 7 −12 14 11 79 + 9 −13 12 12 100 + 0 −7 

7&10 24 6 25 + 10 
−8 24 9 38 + 10 

−9 25 6 24 + 9 −7 

P artial e xperts (36 participants) 
Guess percentage – – 11 + 6 −4 – – 4 + 5 −2 – – 14 + 7 −5 

3 15 0 0 + 6 −0 13 0 0 + 7 −0 12 0 0 + 8 −0 

5 14 2 14 + 12 
−7 11 5 46 + 15 

−14 9 3 33 + 17 
−13 

7 12 3 25 + 14 
−10 10 8 80 + 10 

−15 12 9 75 + 10 
−14 

10 15 3 20 + 12 
−8 10 7 70 + 12 

−16 10 5 50 + 15 
−15 

30 10 10 100 + 0 −9 12 11 92 + 5 −12 10 10 100 + 0 −9 

100 8 8 100 + 0 −11 14 14 100 + 0 −7 10 10 100 + 0 −9 

7&10 27 8 22 + 9 −7 20 15 75 + 8 −11 22 14 64 + 9 −11 
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To assess the uncertainty on these percentage success rates, we
alculated Wilson score binominal confidence intervals, which take
nto account both the total number of answers and the number of
orrect answers. The quoted uncertainties on percentage success
ates are assuming a confidence of interval of 68.3 per cent. 

The number of total responses, the number of correct responses,
he resulting percentage success rates and the uncertainties are all
rovided in Table 2 . 

.4 Guessing and random behaviour 

o assess if the success rates are consistent with, or better than, the
articipants randomly guessing one or two signals, we calculated a
guess percentage’. We note that we cannot simply assume that the
articipants’ random guesses will be uniformly distributed across
he possible answers. For example, there was a tendency for the
articipants to select zero as the number of signals that they identified
hen there were actually signals in the data but with low SNRs. 
We sought to quantify how often a participant randomly (i.e.

ncorrectly) selected one or two signals as their answer. To do this, we
NRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 
alculated the number of times an answer of one or two signals was
hosen for the synthetic light curves that actually contain zero signals.
gain, Wilson score binominal confidence intervals were calculated

o provide an uncertainty on these values. We did this separately for
ach of the sonifications, visual plots, and plots + sonifications data
epresentations. We also calculated these separately for the expert
nd non-expert demographic groups. 

Across the different data formats and the two expertise groups, the
uess percentages range from 4 to 21 per cent. The non-expert group
ended to randomly select one or two signals more often than the
 xpert group. F or e xample, the guess percentage is only ∼4 per cent
or the expert group for the two data representations that include
isuals. This is caused by the e xperts’ tendenc y to guess zero signals,
s opposed to one or two signals, when they could not identify a
ignal in the data. Although the difference is only at the ∼2 σ level,
t is interesting that the experts are 3 × more likely to guess with
he sonifications only (with a 12 per cent guess percentage), and at a
onsistent rate to the non-experts, compared to when presented with
ata formats including a visual. We discuss this in the context of a
ack of training in using sonification across both groups in Section 5 .
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Figure 3. Percentage success rates of correctly identifying the number of 
signals in the synthetic light curves as a function of SNR. The error bars 
correspond to the 68.3 per cent confidence intervals. These success rates are 
shown for both the expert group ( top panel ) and non-expert group ( bottom 

panel ). Success rates are shown separately for data presented as sonifications 
(circles), visual plots (squares), and combined plots + sonifications (trian- 
gles), with a small arbitrary shift in SNRs for clarity of the data points. The 
estimated success rates for purely random guesses for each data representation 
are shown as dotted lines. The surrounding shaded regions correspond 
to the 68.3 per cent confidence intervals on these guess percentages (see 
Section 3.4 ). 
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The guess percentage values are tabulated in Table 2 . In the
ollowing figures, guess percentages are represented as dashed 
ines. The semi-transparent boxes around these lines represent the 
onfidence intervals on these values. For guidance, if a success rate 
ercentage has a confidence interval that o v erlaps with the guess
ercentage confidence interval, we consider it to be consistent with 
he participants randomly guessing the answers. If a success rate 
ercentage is abo v e the guess percentage and its confidence intervals
o not o v erlap with the guess percentage confidence intervals, we
onsider this to be better than randomly guessing. 

 RESULTS  

n Fig. 3 , we show the percentage success rates of the participants
orrectly counting the number of signals in the synthetic light curves 
cross the three data formats, as a function of SNR. As described
n Section 2 , these synthetic light curves consist of uni v ariate time
eries data of evenly sampled data points. The data contain zero, one,
r two signals in the form of a fixed length and depth reduction of
ux (i.e. transit-like signals). 
Across both groups (experts in the top panel and non-experts 
n the bottom panel) and all data formats (sonifications, plots, and
lots + sonifications), we observe the expected broad trend of higher
uccess rates with increasing SNR. The success rates range from very
ow (i.e. 0–14) per cent for SNR = 3 to high (i.e. 79–100) per cent
or SNR = 100. In the following, we break down the results in to the
egimes of low SNRs (SNR = 3 and 5), high SNRs (SNR = 30 and
00) and medium SNRs (SNR = 7 and 10). We discuss the medium
NRs last as these results are the most interesting for differentiating

he behaviour between the expert and non-expert groups. 

.1 Low-SNR regime 

nsurprisingly the success rates, for correctly identifying signals in 
he synthetic light curves, are very low ( ≤14 per cent) for SNR = 3
cross all three data formats and across both expertise groups. 
urthermore, in most cases, there is no evidence that the participants
ere performing any better than simply guessing their answers, based 
n the comparison between the success rates and the estimated guess
ercentages (Fig. 3 ). 
At SNR = 5, the non-expert group still performed consistently 

ith simply guessing their answers across all three data formats. The
xperts are still only reaching success rates of ∼20 per cent, which is
onsistent with the success rates of the non-expert group. Ho we ver, in
ontrast, the expert group performed better than guessing (by a factor
f ∼5) for both the plots, and plots + sonifications formats. This is
riven by their reduced tendency to guess that there are signals in
he data compared to the non-expert group when inspecting a visual
epresentation (see Section 3.4 ). 

.2 High-SNR regime 

t high values of SNR the success rates exceed the estimated
uess percentage significantly, across all three data formats and both 
xpertise groups. Most interesting for this study, is the result that
he sonification only format shows high success rates in both experts
with rates of 91 + 3 

−5 per cent and 100 + 0 
−3 per cent for SNRs of 30 and

00, respectively) and non-experts (with rates of 85 + 7 
−12 per cent for

oth SNR = 30 and SNR = 100). 
These high success rates, for both groups, show that the employed

onification method is an ef fecti ve tool for identifying high SNR
ignals in the light curves, mostly irrespective of the previous 
xperience in astronomy and data analysis. This is despite the 
onification method in ASTRONIFY being relatively basic and that 
t has not (yet) been carefully optimized with e xtensiv e testing (see
iscussion in Section 5 ). 

.3 Medium-SNR regime 

he expert and non-expert group differentiate in their results the most
n the medium SNR re gime. Therefore, to impro v e the statistics in
his regime, we combined the SNR = 7 and SNR = 10 results
nd present the success rates visually in Fig. 4 (data also tabulated
n Table 2 ). Ho we ver, we note that these combined results provide
onsistent conclusions to that derived from the individual SNR = 7
nd SNR = 10 results shown in Fig. 3 . 

For the sonification format, with the combined SNR = 7 and
NR = 10 results, the success rates are consistent across the two
xpertise groups (with success rates of 26 + 5 

−4 per cent and 25 + 10 
−8 ,

or the experts and non-experts, respectively). For the expert group, 
e find that they performed better than randomly guessing with 

he sonifications, where the guess percentage is 12 + 4 
−3 per cent. 
MNRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 
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M

Figure 4. Percentage success rates for the medium SNR regime (i.e. combining the results for SNRs of 7 and 10). These are split into the expert group 
(blue colour, left bars) and non-expert group (orange colour, right bars), for each of the three data formats. Error bars show the uncertainties on the guess 
percentages (see Section 3.3 ). For each category, dashed lines represent the estimated percentage consistent with random guesses and the surrounding rectangular 
semitransparent-shaded regions represent the uncertainty on these values (see Section 3.4 ). 
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his is not the case for the non-expert group; ho we ver, this could
imply be due to the lower number statistics and/or their slightly
igher tendency to guess that they identified one or two signals 
Fig. 4 ). 

For the two formats including a visual representation, i.e. plots
nly and plot + sonification, the expert group performed significantly
etter than they did with the sonification only. The success rates
or these formats are 70 + 5 

−5 per cent and 60 + 6 
−6 per cent, respectively.

his is a factor of ∼2.5 × higher than the sonification format. In
ontrast, the non-expert group did not perform significantly better
ith these visual representations o v er the sonification only, and

hey perform significantly worse than the expert group (success
ates of 38 + 10 

−9 per cent and 24 + 9 
−7 per cent for the plots only and

lots + sonifications, respectively). 
We have shown that in the medium SNR re gime, e xperts, and

on-experts performed equally well at identifying the signals with
he sonifications that they inspected. Ho we ver, the experts perform
ignificantly better when presented with a visual format. As dis-
ussed below, we suggest that this is because the experts have had
ignificantly more experience in analysing data visually, while both
roups have equally little experience using sonifications to inspect
ata. 

 DISCUSSION  

he ASTRONIFY package is designed as a proto-type to perform
onification of astronomical data sets, with the long-term goal to add
onification functionality to the MAST archi ve. Ho we ver, in order
or this to be successful and to be widely utilized by the astronomical
ommunity it is important that user testing is carried out to assess
he efficacy of the sonification approaches taken (see discussion in
arrison et al. 2022a ; Zanella et al. 2022 ). Here, we discuss the results
f our simple efficacy testing of the default sonification approach
sed by ASTRONIFY (a pitch-to-brightness mapping; Section 2.2 ),
pplied to synthetic light curves containing one or two transit-like
ignals with a range of SNRs (Fig. 1 ; Section 2.1 ). 
NRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 
.1 Summary and expected need for sonification training 

ur results have shown that the high SNR signals (SNR � 30) can be
uccessfully identified using a sonification data format (constructed
ith the default approach of ASTRONIFY ), by volunteer participants

rrespecti ve of pre vious astronomy and data analysis experience
Fig. 3 ). This is a promising start and is encouraging towards the
ider goals of using sonification for applications such as enhancing

ccessibility and live data monitoring (see discussion in Section 1 ). 
In contrast, the results are not as immediately promising for using

his sonification approach for medium to low SNRs, where the
articipants had low success rates at correctly identifying the signals
n the data with sonification ( � 25 per cent). For the expert group their
erformance with visual data representations was significantly better
han using the sonifications in the medium SNR regime (SNRs = 7–
0). They also performed significantly better than the non-expert
roup in this SNR regime with visual data, whereas the non-expert
roup showed no difference between visuals and sonifications. This
ight not be surprising, considering that the expert group, which

ontains people who have ‘PhD/academic’ lev el e xperience in data
nalysis and astronomy, are expected to have had e xtensiv e training
nd experience in exploring these type of data visually. 

The comparable performance with using sonification across both
xpertise groups can be explained considering that they are both
ery unlikely to have had significant experience in using ASTRONIFY ,
r sonification in general, to inspect data for signals. Another hint
hat the expert group responds similarly to the non-expert group,
hen presented with the unfamiliar sonification format, is the expert
roup’s increased tendency to guess their answers when no visuals
re present compared to when visuals are present (see Section 3.4 )
nd dashed lines in Fig. 2 ). 

We conclude that, we must expect at least some level of training
nd experience for sonification to be used ef fecti vely in the profes-
ional astronomy setting. To what level training is important, and
ow to optimize this training, could be assessed with focus groups
nd/or similar ‘success rate’ tests but comparing groups that have,
 ersus hav e not, receiv ed appropriate sonification training. 
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Figure 5. A synthetic light curve with six transit-like signals, for which 
an animated plot + sonification has been produced using (1) the default 
ASTRONIFY sonification mapping approach (link to sonification movie: here ) 
and (2) our ne w filter–cut-of f approach (link to sonification movie: here ; 
Section 5.4 ). In both cases, the movie has been created with an animated 
scroll bar (grey dashed line), and a moving red data point, as a visual cue to 
which data points can be heard in the sonification at that time. 
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8 We note that such an animation can be created using external PYTHON 

modules to ASTRONIFY and including this as a feature within ASTRONIFY is 
planned. This is discussed on the GITHUB pages: https://github.com/spacetele 
scope/ astronify/ issues/47 . 
9 http:// sion.frm.utn.edu.ar/ sonoUno/ 
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.2 Combining sonifications and visualizations 

ur results reveal no significant difference in success rates 
f signal identification between the data formats of plots and 
lots + sonifications. With the exception of the data with SNR = 100
where plots + sonifications yielded slightly higher success rates), 
his is true across all SNRs and across both expertise groups.
here is some possible tendency for the combined data formats to 
ystematically yield the lowest success rates in the low and medium 

NR regimes, although this is not statistical significant with the 
urrent results (Figs 3 and 4 ). Our results imply that, under these
esting conditions, these particular sonifications have not added any 
dditional benefit for signal identification abo v e and be yond using
he visualizations only. 

This conclusion is consistent with the findings of Diaz-Merced 
 2013 ) who developed upon the older sonification tool XSONIFY 

Candey, Diaz Merced & Schertenleib 2006 ) to sonify similar types 
f simulated data to that used here and performed testing with 
 small number of specialized participants. Ho we v er, the y found
hat adding another cue in the form of a line sweeping across the
isual display at the rate the sound was played, resulted in the
onifications actually helping the participants identify events masked 
y noise. Diaz-Merced ( 2013 ) suggested that this simultaneous visual 
ueue, congruent with the sound can help control perception of an 
mbiguous sound. It remains unclear whether there are preferential 
ata to sound mapping approaches to be used when pairing up 
onifications and visuals, which may even be different to the preferred 
apping for a sonification only format. 

.3 Extending this study and further testing 

 extension of this work would be to perform testing with smaller
roups of people under more controlled conditions. For example, 
his would allow regulation of how long the participants inspected 
he data and ensuring the sound quality was consistent throughout 
e.g. consistent use of the same playback devices). This approach 
ould also be useful for a better understanding of the individual 
xpertise and experience of the individual participants, which appears 
o be of crucial importance (Section 5.1 ). For example, musical 
xperience may also play a role in the level performance in signal
etection using sonifications versus visualizations. Indeed, one 
ighly qualified musician who participated (with no astronomy or 
ata analysis experience) noted that they found the visuals distracting 
nd preferred to close their eyes and listen only when inspecting 
he plots + sonifications representations (Leigh Harrison, pri v ate 
ommunication). 

Testing not just the ‘success’ but also the speed in which signals
ere identified by participants would be another step towards 
nderstanding the benefits of sonification; for example, if this 
pproach is to be applied to live data monitoring (Cooke et al.
019 ). Testing different approaches for the mapping of data to sound
or achieving both accuracy and speed will also be important (see 
ection 5.4 ). 
Our current results cannot guarantee similar results for efficacy 

esting of more complex data (e.g. with more dimensions, uneven 
ata sampling or less regular signals). Therefore, another extension 
f this work would be to simulate, and then sonify, more realistic
ight curves for specific applications (such as exoplanet transits 
r X-ray binary eclipses; e.g. Salisbury et al. 2021 ; Knight et al.
022 ) with transit depths, shapes, and periods that are based on
eal data. Furthermore, testing not just the ability for participants 
o use sonification to detect/count signals but also to characterize 
he signals (e.g. the transit lengths or shapes) would be another
nteresting avenue to explore. 

.4 Future development of sonification approaches 

he sonification approach employed through ASTRONIFY is relatively 
asic, although there are some parameters that can be varied; for
xample, the functional form of the data to pitch mapping. Here,
e only tested the default approach of linear mapping. We suggest

ome simple additional options, and approaches, that could be 
mplemented and tested within ASTRONIFY or other sonification tools. 
irst, adding a built-in option to produce a movie for a combined
lots + sonification, with a sweeping line and highlighted data point
o provide an animated visual cue of the sonification, 8 moti v ated by
he discussion in Section 5.2 . Our example of how this might work,
sing a synthetic light curve containing six transit-like features, is 
resented in Fig. 5 . 
Secondly, allowing the user to interactively explore the sonifica- 

ion, scanning through the data in an exploratory manner more similar
o that naturally done by the eye as it scans o v er a visualization.
his might include a graphical user interface, which has been 

ncluded in some other sonification tools being developed within 
he astronomical community (e.g. STARSOUND and SONOUNO 

9 ). This 
ould have the advantage of not having to repeatedly play the

onification from the very beginning, and instead the user could 
ocus on a region of interest. 

Finally, we propose that more complex data and more complex 
appings of data to sound should be considered and tested; consid-

ring the use of timbre, volume, stereo panning, etc., in addition to
imply pitch. For example, we have sonified the synthetic light curve,
hown in Fig. 5 , using a method that represents the data using a swept
lter applied to a continuous, harmonically rich tone. Specifically, 
MNRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 
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e created a musical chord and then applied a Butterworth ( 1930 )
ow-pass filter with a 12 dB roll-off, where the cut-off frequency is
apped to the brightness of each data point with positive polarity,

nalogous to the pitch mapping of ASTRONIFY . The two approaches
an be compared following the links in the caption of Fig. 5 . Our
e w filter–cut-of f approach has the ef fect of a changing timbre or
brightness’ of the sound when a transit is present in the data due to
he changing harmonic content of the resultant sound, with dimmer
uxes yielding a duller sound. Furthermore, this sonification results

n a less chaotic sound, particularly for noisy data, than occurs
ith the direct and discrete one-to-one mapping of individual data
oints to pitches. This filter cut-off approach to sonify univariate
ne-dimensional data has been implemented into our PYTHON -based
TRAUSS package (Trayford 2021 ; also see Harrison et al. 2022b ) and
n example code, ‘SonifyingData1D.ipynb’ can be found on github:
t tps://github.com/james-t rayford/st rauss/tree/main/examples . 
Exploring users’ preferences from a range of different sonification

pproaches will help guide further developments. Such a study,
xploring volunteer participants’ preferences between different soni-
cation approaches of magnetospheric ultra-low-frequency waves,
as performed recently by Archer et al. ( 2022 ). 
Overall, we feel encouraged that the astronomical community is

aking positive steps towards unlocking the huge potential of sonifi-
ation, with the ultimate goal to make this a standard feature within
ajor astronomical archives and data analysis software. We hope

hat this study sets the scene for more rigorous efficacy testing and
 vidence-based de v elopment of sonification tools, mo ving forward. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have performed the first large-scale user testing of ASTRONIFY ,
 new PYTHON -based sonification tool that is being developed, pri-
arily for the sonification of astronomical data available through the
AST archive. We used the package to produce synthetic light curves

ontaining zero, one, or two signal ‘transits’ and then produced visual
lots, sonifications, and plots + sonifications of these data using
he default ASTRONIFY approach (Fig. 1 ). We produced data with
 range of SNRs from 3 to 100, and performed a remote surv e y to
ssess volunteer participants’ ability to identify the correct number of
ignals when presented with a random set of data representations. We
eceiv ed 192 surv e y responses, each of which contained answers to a
andom set of nine light-curve data representations. Participants were
rouped as astronomy and data analysis ‘experts’ or ‘non-experts’
Fig. 2 ; Section 3.2 ). Our main conclusions are as follows: 

(i) Participants across both expertise groups were ef fecti ve at
dentifying high SNR signals (SNR = 30 and 100) when presented
ith the data visually, or with a sonification, with success rates of
3–100 per cent in correctly counting the number of signals across
he three data formats (Fig. 3 ). 

(ii) For low SNRs (SNR = 3 and 5) participants across both
roups were inef fecti ve at identifying the signals across all three data
ormats, with low success rates (0–27 per cent) and a performance
hat was mostly consistent with random guessing. In this SNR regime,
nly the expert group performed better than guessing and only using
lots or plots + sonifications with an SNR of 5. None the less, this
esult is driven by the expert group’s tendency to guess less frequently
hat there were signals in the visual data representations (compared to
he non-expert group) and their success rate remained low with these
ata representations including visual plots (21–24 per cent; Fig. 3 ). 
(iii) For medium SNRs (SNR = 7 and 10), the expert group

erformed better than random guessing when presented with the
NRAS 516, 5674–5683 (2022) 
onified only data, but with modest success rates of 26 + 5 
−4 per cent.

o we v er, this same e xpert group performed significantly better, by
 factor of ∼2.5, when presented with plots or plots + sonifications.
he non-expert group performed equally well to the expert group

or sonifications in this medium SNR regime (success rates of
5 + 10 

−8 per cent). Ho we ver, unlike the expert group, they did not show
 significantly better performance with plots or plots + sonifications
ompared to sonifications only (Fig. 4 ). 

Sonification has a significant potential to aid exploration of
stronomical data, as well as to increase accessibility to those who
nd visual representations of data difficult, or impossible, to interpret.
ur results show that the simple default sonification method within
STRONIFY has potential utility for identifying high SNR signals in
ni v ariate light curves for users with little-to-no experience with such
ata represented with sound. Further testing with more realistic data
ets would be the natural next step to confirm these conclusions. 

Ho we ver, our results imply that training and/or experience in
sing this particular sonification approach is likely required for
his to be as useful (or more useful) than visual representations for
 xisting e xperts in astronomy/data analysis. None the less, this study
s limited by exploring only one sonification approach and more
ophisticated and developed approaches (e.g. Fig. 5 ) may yield even
ore promising results towards a wider application of sonification in

stronomy. Further participant studies testing different sonification
pproaches, and dedicated studies towards sonification as a route for
ncreasing accessibility to astronomy research, are clearly warranted
nd are encouraged by the authors. 
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